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Abstract

This thesis work seeks to promote the reduction of environmental impacts throughout
products life cycles. The approach used is called environmental adjusted product

development (EAPD). It is based on life cycle thinking which includes material
acquisition, processing, manufacturing, use/service and disposal. A design mode! was
developed to provide guidance for the reduction of the environmental impacts of
products. This framework addressesthe designparts ofproducts life cycles.
Concepts such as cross functional group, concept evaluation tooIs, environmental
handbooks and product development weighting tools are essential parts of the
framework. The design mode! emphasise the importance of being able to describe and
analyse environmental impacts, according to products design in order to avoid as

many harm:ful impacts possible.
This thesis was intended to improve the, Bofors Weapon Systems (BWS) product
deve!opment process in order to decrease the total environmental impact of their
products.
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ABRIVIA TIONS USED

FMV: Försvarets Materielverk, The Swedish Defence Force Material
Supplier, purchase most of the Swedish Defence equipment.
Nato: North Atlantic Treaty Organisation.
EIA : Environmental Impact Assessment, make a prognosis of environmental
consequences for different solutions.
SEA: Strategic EnvironmentalAssessment, is an expansion of EIA at a more
strategic level which emphasis early environmentalconsiderations in concept
development and preliminarydesign phase for products.
LCA : Life Cycle Assessment, a method that adds together the environmental
burdens of a product through out its whole life cycle.
DFE : Design For Environment;product, process and service design
development leading to environmentalimprovements from a life cycle
perspective.
EAPD : EnvironmentallyAdjusted Product Development, product
development leading to environmentalimprovements from a life cycle
perspective.
UNEP : United Nations EnvironmentalProgram.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A new era began in the environmental field with the introduction of the Bruntland Report (Dur
Common Future). The report stated thai all people should strive to obtain sustainable
development. That means thai we should meet today' s needs without placing at risk the ability
of future generations to meet their own needsl. The message of sustainable development got
spread through out the western world to a number of social sectors inc1udingthe industrial
sector. People started to take actions towards sustainability and even company managers
begun to realise thai they had to contribute. Company managers also realised thai they could
make money and do savings by working towards sustainability.
Western companies had already started to improve their environmental work, mainly by
improving their production processes. This was however not enough, as more work needed to
be done in order to meet the goals of sustainable development. Products consumed still
depleted nOllerenewable resources and the emissions from the usage and disposal phase of
products was high. Something had to be done to improve the environmental properties of
products.

1.1 Backg rou nd
A concept called design for environment (DFE) started to interest companies in the beginning
of the 1990s. It was developed from concurrent engineering thai extends to areas such as
environmental aspects of design, production process and service design. The interest for DFE
method did emerge from a combination of reasons: the possibility to be proactive towards
environmental legisiation, decreases insurance fees for companies, development of new
business areas, to attract potential employees and making lise of the DFE for PR campaigns2.
Environmental adjusted product development (EAPD) is the design part of DFE and was
developed during the same time and for the same reasons. EAPD efforts have been consider in
the defence industry hut implementationis fragmented.

1.2 Purpose
Many companies today c1aimthai they are making big improvements in their efforts to obtain a
betteT environment. This is to SOfie extent true, as an increasing number of companies is
incorporating environmental management systems (EMS) like ISO 14001 and EMAS into
their organisation. EMS lims to simplifythe achievement of an improved environment it does
not change the material choice in a product or decrease the environmental impact during the
production, usage or disposal phase.
Brezet H & Van Helle! C, 1997, ECODESIGN-a promising approach to sustainable product design, United Nations
EnvironmentaI Program Industrial and Environment, France
2Karlsson M, 1997-05-30, Green Concurrent Engineering: Assuring environmental performance in product development,
International Institute for Industrial Environmental Economics, Lund University, Lund
1
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Many western companies have reduced their impact during the production phase, even if much
more still needs to be done. While this is promising, 70-80 percent of the environmental impact
of a product occurs during the usage and disposal phase3. The best way to decrease the
environmental impacts of products during those phases are to change the product design. It
should be mentioned that there are companies addressing these problems but those have had
problems to find working models for EAPD. The purpose of this thesis is to find or develop a
working EAPD model that fils Bofors Weapon Systems (BWS) and possibly other defence
industries demands.

1.3 Objectives
The objectives of the thesis work are to:
. Provide a theoretical background for EAPD using industry examples.
. IdentifYand list demands that are rut on the defence industry.
. Reviewexisting EAPD models for the defence industry.
. Develop a new EAPD model for the defence sector.
. Assess the developed model in light of the demands placed on the defence industry.

.

Developan actionplanfor the implementationofEAPD at BWS.

1.4 Scope
This thesis will investigate factors that influence howamodei for EAPD will look like. It will
also look at the EAPD efforts that have been made in the industry and evaluate the best
known models in this field. A model for EAPD that fil BWS will be presented as well as
possible results from the application of this model.

1.5 Possible Deliverables
The presented EAPD model should fil medium and large sized companies and address the
demands rut on the defence industry. The model makes it possible for companies to be
proactive so that environmental problems can be solved at an early stage. The model should
also inc1udeelement for continuous improvement so that harmfui environmentalimpacts can be
continuously reduced. This will affect the possibility to meet the dynamic environmental,
scientificand economic reality facing us today.

1.6 Methodology
The research in this paper was carried out at BWS in Karlskoga during the period 98-07-14 to
1998-11-30. The work inc1udes qualitative as well as quantitative methods. The qualitative
methods comprise visits to well-known companies, institutes of advanced studies and

3 Brezet H & Van Heme1 C, 1997, ECODESIGN-a promising approach to sustainable product design, United Nations
Environmental Program Industria1 and Environment, France
2
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universities. The quantitative methods comprised gathering general information by interviews
and literature studies.
The information sources used were literature, handbooks, papers, articles and interviews. Olle
Internet reference has also been used, and approved.
The action-plan developed for BWS was generated by using information presented in the
report and by advice and ideas from people involved.
The author received access to a limited number of company restricted documents related to
the product development process at BWS and product information. This content should not be
revealed to third parties.

1.7 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis consists of ten chapters.
. Chapter Olle presents the background, scope, purpose, objectives, possible deliverables,
methodology, structure of the thesis and limitations.
. Chapter two explains the connection between DFE and EAPD, describes a general model
for product development and explains the difference between two EAPD tooIs. It also
brings up DFE and EPAexamples from the defence and the civilindustry.
. Chapter three summarises international and national demands that are put on the defence
industry.
. Chapter four explains and evaluates two design models that could be used by BWS.
. Chapter five presents the company structure, product development model, responsibility
distribution, and characteristics of BWS and an analysis of BWSs product development
model.
. Chapter six explains how a EAPD model for BWS could look like.
. Chapter seven discusses the connection between the defence industry demands and the
EAPD model, explains the prerequisites for the model to work, make reflections on the
presented model, discusses the possible results of an application of the model and explains
why the EAPD can be used by other defence industries .
. Chapter eight concludes the thesis work.
. Chapter nine provides BWS with implementation as weIl as improvement suggestions for
the IMAER model, recommendations for continued EAPD research will also be given.

1.8 Limitations
Themain limitations of this thesis will be presented below:

.
.

This thesis will not address the production process or service design for products. It will
only address questions directly or indirectlyconnected to product design.
The EAPD examples presented are associated to Sweden and USA. These countries are in
the forefront of the EAPD field. Furthermore, BWS's is highly affected by decisions taken
on these markets.
3
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. Part of EAPD model which deals with tools will be concentrated to concept evaluation and
product development weighting. The reason for this is that these tools look at products
whole life cycle, which is absent in most toois.
. The thesis will touch upon environmentallegislation, however no complete coverage will be
undertaken because of the limited scope of this of this report.
. Since product development projects are analysed differentlyevaluation made ofBWS's will
not be based on the proper analysis.Instead the evaluation will be based on the description
ofBWS product development process and responsibilitystructure.

4
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Ch ap ter 2
2. THE ORY AND BACKGROUND
This chapter is going to provide the reader with the theoretical background needed to
understand later chapters. I will also provide the reader with DFE and EAPD examples from
the civil and military industry.

Theory
2.1 The Difference Between DFE and EAPD
For SOfiethe terms design for environment and environmentallyadjusted product development
can be confusing. This is probably due to the eloge relationship between EAPD and DFE.
EAPD can be seen as a part ofDFE ofwhich covers a wider scope.
"Design for environment are those activities thai take place when a product' s design is to
retlect environmental considerations in the entire life-cyele of the product in order to increase
product competitiveness, add market value, decrease cosi of ownership, or meet existing or
future environmental regulatory demands"4.The activities covered by DFE are the product,

productionand servicedesignprocesses, figure l 5.

Product design

Service design

Production process

Figure 1 DFE covers the product, production and service design part of the environmental work in a company.

EAPD covers the product design part in DFE, figure 2. It can be seen as a step by step
approach where different product related aspects is ineluded and judged. These aspects inelude
the material and energy use, pollution discharge and also social related aspects like resource
use, transports, product usage and waste handling. Other aspects considered by EAPD are
consumer and market demands6.

4Karlsson M, 1997-05-30, Green Concurrent Engineering: Assuring environmental peiformance in product
development, International Institute for Industrial Environmental Economics, Lund University, Lund
5Blazek M & Dambach B, 1996, Initiating Management Systems and Design for Environment at AT&T, International
Symposium on Electronics and Environment, Department of industrial manufacturing System Engineering, University of
Windsor, Canada.
6Ryding S-O, 1995, Milfö Ampassad Product Utveckling, Industriförbundet, Stockholm
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.

Product design

t
Figure 2 EAPD cover the product design part of the envirorunental work in a company.

2.2 General Product Development Process
This section is based on the report Environmental Considerations in the System Acquisition
Process7.
The specific development process for a product often varies ftom country to country and
between different companies. A typical development process includes :

.

.
.

Concept Development
PreliminaryDesign/Prototype
Detailed Design

Concept Development

Several short term studies are usually conducted in the concept development phase. These
studies are often carried out by cross functional teams including people with knowledge about
the market, production, regulations and design. These studies often address questions like
feasibility of a project, the degree of risk, Gasts, schedules and performance/goals
requirements. Information is usually collected during the conceptual phase so that it can be
used for later analysis. A strategic environmental assessment (SEA) is sometimes conducted at
this stage to glin experiences from earlier performed similarprojects.
Preliminary DesignlPrototype

Different concept or design approaches are usually presented in this phase. The advantages and
disadvantages of the concepts are examined and refined. Different types of assessments are
conducted including compliance, and environmental and operational assessments. It is
important to find out if a technology, concept or suggested manufacturing process is mature
enough to meet Gasts and time schedules, performance needs, legal demands and
environmental requirements. This knowledge forms a foundation for development of more
specified program budgets, compliance assessments and creation of controi and improvement
7 Salomon C-R, Sterner Ö, 1998 Environmental Considerations in the System Acquisition Process-A Handbookfor
Program Managers(Draft), Swedish Arm Forces Envirorunental Department & Chief of Naval Operations Envirorunental
Protection (Safety and occupational Health), Sweden &USA
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programs. The improvement programs sometimes include pollution prevention programs and
hazardous-materials identification and life cycle analysisstudies.
Detailed Design

The objectives with the detail design phase are to develop a stable, easy to produce,
supportable, cost-effective and environmental friendly design. The contractor is no longer
making trade-offs in the concept design hut changes can still be made in subsystems or in
component designs. The analysis made in earlier phases is integrated into the systems
engineering process. The compliance process from the previous phase is revised in order to
identify if there are any new constrains for the project. Pollution prevention initiatives,
environmental analysis and LCA studies are incorporated into the contractors decision
management documents. At this stage pre-serial production can start.

2.3 Analysis Tools Using LCA Thinking
There are a variety of different analysistools for EAPD out on the market today. These tools
are based on life cycle thinking related to a method called Life cycle analyse (LCA), which
consists of the following components: inventory assessment, impact assessment and an
improvements assessment8.
As the inventory assessment of an LCA is a very data intensive and time consuming process,
which makes it expensive, the new tools developed try to solve this problem. These tools can
be divided in two groups, concept strategy tools and product development weighting tooIs.
The concept strategy tools are used in the concept development phase and the product
development weighting tools are used in the preliminarydesign/prototype phase and the detail
design phase.
Concept strategy tools are based on rougWy estimated data. They will give an insight to the
environmental burden that an idea generated will cause if carried out. The tool will rougWy
indicate the environmental problems and benefits of a nOllematerialised concept9.
Product development weighting tools are based on actual data connected to the product. This
data is used for displaying the environmental impact of a product according to its material
extraction process, material content, production process and recycling abilities1°.
The usage phase of a products life cycle is considered to cause the largest environmental
impact, it is unfortunately not always directly considered by this tool.

8Svensk Standard SS- ENISOI4040, 1998, SIS, Stockholm
9

Kortman J & Van Berkel R & Lafleur M, 1995, Towards and Environmental Design Tooiboxfor Complex Products
Preliminary
Netherlands

results and experiences from seleeted projects, IVAM Environmental

10Bengt Steen, 1998-08-19, Associated Professor Ph.D., Centre for Environmental
Systems, Chalmers University of Techno1ogy

Research University of Amsterdam,
Assessment

of Product and Material
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2.4 American Defence Sup pli ers EAPD and DFE Efforts
While the defence industry, in general, does not consider the environmental impacts of their
product development activities, there are a few exceptions. The United States Department of
Defence (US DOD) has tried to influence their defence industry contractors to incorporate
environmental thinking into their product development activities. This has resulted in a mix of
EAPD and DFE efforts. Two of the best known examples of this are the New Attack
Submarine Program and the Advanced AmphibiousAssault Program, which are seen as models
for the American defence industry. They will be presented below.

2.4. 1 The New Attack Submarine Program
The New Attack Submarine Program is based on the report "Secretary of Defence

Environmental Award - Pollution prevention acquisitionprogram" 11

The programwas initiatedin 1991with the romof includingenvironmentalawarenessin all
phasesof a submarineslifecycle,fromthe initialdesignstageto its disposal.
An environmental manager is tirst appointed for the co-ordination of the projects
environmental design issues. Activities are started by forming environmental teams consisting
of representatives from each aspect of the submarinelife cycle. The rom of creating teams is to
facilitate the integration of environmental considerations into the product planing. This
integration is made by analysingvarious submarine systems, components, material systems and
waste streams to see if current design, systems or hardware touched upon pollution
prevention12 possibilities. A trade-off assessment is conducted for hazardous materials to
investigate if material substitution could be made and materials plans are presented. The most
important initiativestaken to facilitate the described actions included:

.

.
.
.
.

The establishment of mandatory environmentalawareness training programs for managers,
design and building teams, and workers.
The creation of new environmental management plans to provide the program participants
with information regarding the environmentalefforts.
The creation of new hazardous material avoidance lists to make it possible to reduce
hazardous substances in design, construction, maintenance and disposal phases.
The development of pollution prevention strategies to guideline the submarine contractor
and suppliers.
The development of disposal plans to help planers to recycle and dispose the submarine.

Smith J, Secretary of Deftnce Environmental Award - Pollution Prevention Acquisition Team, 1997-10-21, The new
attack Submarine Program, USA
12Pollution Prevention can be seen as an activities taken to prevent pollution ITomoccuring as a result of an industrial
activity.

11
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2.4.2 The Advanced Amphibious Assault Program
This section is based on the "United States Marine Corps-Advanced amphibious assault vehic1e
report"13. The program was initiated in 1988 and was developed to provide the American
Marine Crops with a high speed transport for embarked marine infantry.
The activity beginning with an environmentalmanager being appointed for the project. He/she
establishes an environmental management team to facilitate the integration of environmental
considerations inta product planing. Design team has whit in the current program develop
pollution prevention plans, integrated environmental health and safety inta the system
engineering process, performed trade-off assessments and prepared environmental safety and
health reports. Initiatives taken support these actions have inc1uded:

.
.
.
.

.

Initial impact assessments to c1arifyfor design and building
teams how their design proposals will affect the environment.
The identification of high risk areas so that mitigation plans may be created.

The establishmentof dialogue with local, state and federal environmentalprotection
agencies (EPAs) in order to take actions, inc1udingproactive measures.
An understanding that the issued Department of Defences regulation for the acquisition
process for mandatory defence acquisition procedures should be used during the entire
design process.
An understanding that products are not allowed to inc1ude any ozone depleting,
carcinogenie or other hazardous substances identitied by federal, state and local EPAs.

2.5 Electrolux and Volvo EAPD Efforts
The large civil companies of northem Europe and United States have played leading role in the

developmentofEAPD 14. Thissectionwilllook at two of Sweden'smost ambitiouscompanies
with regard to EAPD, Electrolux and Volvo EAPDI5.

2.5. 1 Electrolux Hot Products
The largest part of Electrolux Hot Product EAPD work is built around a design handbook
(Eco-Design Handbook for Hot Products). This handbook describes the work that should be
performed in a normal product development project 16.
The tirst part of this handbook describes Electroluxs environmentalpolicies and improvement
targets and connects the Electrolux product development process with the Natural Steps
criteria for sustainable development. It also describes a black and a grey list of substances that
should be eliminated or avoided in product designs.

13General Krulak. c-c, 1997, United states Marine Corps -Advanced Amphibious Assault Vehicle, United States Marine
Corps, Department of the Navy, USA
14Mårten Karlsson, 1998, mM Engineering Center for Environmentally Conscious Products (futemet futerview)
15Sven-Olof Ryding, 1998, Excecutive manager (Miljöstyrningsrådet Sverige) (Te1ephonefuterview)
16The lntegrated Product Manual, 1997, Electrolux Group Technology, IPDP-support department
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The mid section of the report states the demands that should be put on suppliers and give
direction for how different materials should be used in products. It also describes how a
product should be constructed to decrease the negative impacts of the use stage and provides

examples on how the recyc1ingof products can be simplified. The recycling advice inc1udes
examples on how to make component-groups maTe easy removable, how different types of
materials should be combined and how the number of materials inc1udedin the product can be
reduced.
The end section of the handbook explains how the transportation of products can be made
maTeeffective and how the overall ftamework for product development activities is connected
to integrated product development process documents. It also explainswhat type of mandatory
environmental information needs to be coIlected.
Electroluxs environmentalwork also inc1udescomponents not expressed in their environmental
handbook e.g. product development weighting tools and LCA. The use of these tools is not
structured but they are usually used in larger product development projectsl7. The product
weighting tool that is used is called EPSI8. The primary objective of this tool is to evaluate the
environmental impact of products during their life cyc1eI9.
Electrolux is also evaluating two new tools for use in the product development process,
DEMROP and Design for Environment Software. The tool called DEMROP is developed by
SimenslNixdorf and it evaluates and campares different design alternatives according to
material benefits and disassemblycosts2o.The Design For Environment Software evaluates and
helps to improve the environmental and economical aspects of the product design21.The
DEMROPand Designfor Environmenttool will be inc1udedin the Eco-DesignHandbookif
the evaluation tums out welf2.
2.5.2

Volvo PV

Volvo PV hasa weIl developedenvironmentalmanagementsystemcalledVEMS23.Olleof the
VEMS components is the EAPD process. It inc1udesa gate system, quality instructions and
product property description, broken down inta functional demands24.
The environmental management system called VEMS can be seen as a ftamework for all the
environmental work that take place at Volvo Pv. It forms an outline for how the
environmental work should be performed, with the EAPD process taking on a major role .
17 Fredrik Orre, 1998-08-27, Environmental dec1aration,Electrolux (Study visit)
18EPS, Environmental Priority Strategies, is a teol which help to make important environmental priorities in product
design.
19Steen. B, 1996, EPS-Default Valuation ofEnvironmental Impacts From Emissions and ase ofResources Version 1996,
Annual report from the Swedish Environmental Reseach Institute, Göteborg
20Hr. Dr .Kasse, 1998-08-27, DEMROP, Simens NixdorfBussiness setvice
21Design for Environment Software helps companies to environmentally Improve their product design, 1998, TNO Institute
ofIndustrial Technology Product development Division
22Fredrik Orre, 1998-08-27, Environmental dec1aration,Electrolux (Study visit)
23VEMS, Volvos Environmental Management System
24Agneta Wendel,1998-0-20, Environmental analysis and product dec1aration,VOLVO (Study visit)
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The purpose of the gate system is to assure that certain criteria are fulfilledbefore the product
development process is allowed to proceed.
The quality instructions describe how the work in the development process should be
performed to ensure a certain level of quality and environmentalperformance. The instructions
do not include directions on when concept strategy, product development weighting or other
LCA tools should be used, however this might change in the future.
The product property descriptions are developed by product planers. They describe the
properties that a product should have, including environmental properties. The property
descriptions are sent to the FEA department ( Funktions och Egenskaps AnalYS?5.They break
down the product properties to functional demand descriptions different the product
components. These demands will then form a base for the environmentalrequirements that will
be developed.
Volvo PV has also developed a handbook (Miljö handledning för konstruktörer) to support
recently employed personal with sufficient information about Volvo PVs EAPD wore6. The
handbook has similarities with Electrolux handbook, but has a smaller and more shallow
coverage.
The concept strategy tool used at Volvo is called E-FMEA27 and was developed by
HRM/Ritline in ca-operation with Volvo. The concept strategy tool can be described as a
modified quality assurance method with an emphasis on the environmental aspects in
operations instead of potential failures28.It is mainlyused to develop an early understanding of
a products environmental impact. The product weighting tool used is called EPS, for the most
part the same system as Electrolux' s

25Funktion och Egenskaps Analy can be translated to Fooction and Property Analysis
26Volvo Miljöledningför konstruktörer, 1997, Volvo Personvagnar, Göteborg
27E-FMEA, Environmental Failure Mode and Effect Analysis.
28Fredrik Janke,1998-08-20, Environmental management and control, HRM (Study visit)
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Ch ap ter 3
3. DEMANDS PLACED ON THE DEFENCE SECTOR
This chapter will bring up the direct and indirect demands that are plit or will be plit on the
Defence sector. It includes the Swedish Parliaments quaIity objectives and the environmental
purchasing demands ITomFMV and the VS Defence Force. The demands will be summarised
in a matrix so as to facilitate the evaluation of several different EAPD models.

3.1 The Swedish Parliament Environmental Quality
Objectives
This section presents the Swedish Environmental Quality Objectives that was contained in two
government reports dated 1996 and 1997 presenting the Swedish Environmental Quality
Objectives29.These objectives can be summarisedin the foIlowingareas:

.
.

.

Protection of the environment .
Efficient resource utilisation
Establishing sustainable suppliers.

Protection of the environment

All people in the Swedish society should protect the environment to ensure that emission of
poIlutants does not pose health risk or exceed natures capacity. To assure this, natural
substances must be used in such a war as to safeguard natural cycles and hannful man-made
substances must not be released in the environment. These efforts will help to protect
biological diversitywhich must be preserved as weIl as cultural heritage assets.
Efficient resource utilisation

An effective resource utilisation is important if lise of energy and materials should be reduced
to comply with sustainable development. This should be achieved by efficient community
planing, technology development and investments so that efficient resource utilisation can be
obtained.
Establishing sustainable suppliers

Suppliers should guarantee a long tenn productive capacity of ecosystems. Supplies should
utilise renewable resources in such away that sustainability can be ensured. This means that
29SwedensEnvironmental Quality Objectives, 1998-08-01, http://www.regeringen.se/inf°Josenbad/departement
/miljo/lagradsremisser/mp98-eng.htm , miljödepartementet
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the utilisation over time must not exceed the rate at which nature creates new resources and
that materials should be recycled. Moreover there must be a wise management of nalle
renewable resources and a consistently seek for renewable substitutes.

3.2 FMV
The Swedish Parliament decided in 1991 that all societal sectors in Sweden should take their
environmental responsibility3O.Consequently a plan called ÖB Miljöplanen was prepared for
the Swedish Defence Force (SDF). It described how (SDF) should adjust their organisation to
be more environmentallyadjusted.
The report had a great impact on Försvarets Materielverk (FMV)31which supplies SDF with
most of its equipment. FMV tried to adjust its work to the SDF report by presenting a plan for
the environmental work (projekt Miljöledningssystemvid FMV 1998)32,and a preliminary

advisesheetfor purchasing( Allmännaråd för miljökravvid FMV)33. The plan describeswhat
type of environmental requirements could be put on the suppliers and the advise sheet romsto
help the purehasers to detail those demands. The plan and advice sheet will be described more
detail in the following sections.
3.2.1 Projekt Miljäledningssystem vid FMV 1998
The report, Project Miljöledningssystemvid FMV 1998, states that demands will be put on
materials and substances included in the product systems and on the handling and disposal of
products. The report expresses that more specific demands should be worked out for each
specific project. Examples on how those more specific demands might look like can be found
in the next sections.
3.2.2 Advice Sheet
The advice sheet (Allmänna Miljöråd för Miljökrav vid Upphandling) was developed to
support FMVs purehasers in their work to develop more specific environmental demands. The
advises are divided in two parts, the purchaser environmental work and the product
environmental impacts. These two parts will be described in the two following sections.
3.2.2. 1 The Purehasers Environmental Work
Questions related to the purehasers environmental work should be addressed in ca-operation
with the purehaser. FMV sees it as desirable that suppliers have an environmental management
system. In same cages it may be demanded that a supplier introduces an environmental
management system. The implementationof the management system should be followed up.

30 Wiktorin o, Kjellsson J, 1998-03-01, Handbok Miljö för försvarsmakten
Försvarets bok ach blanketförråd
31FMV could be translated to the Defence Material Unit

-H Miljö, Central lagerhållning:

32 Project Miljöledningssystem vid FMV (Slut rapport), 1998, Redovisning till regeringen,
33 Goldstein B, 1998-06-23, Allmäna rådför miljökrav vid upphandling,Krav document,
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3.2.2.2 Product Environmentallmpacts
The products purchased should in general strive to decrease energy consumption and the
hazardous material lise, furthermore disassemblyand recycling should be simplified.
The Swedish Chemical Inspections provide a Limitation list of hazardous substances. The lise
of these substances should be avoided. In the cage of substances included in the Observation
List industries should take precautionary measures for the lise of the chemicals. More
information about the Chemical Inspections limitation and Observation Lists can be found at
(http://www.kemi.se/). Even though product manufactures do not include chemicalsmentioned
in the 2 chemical lists, should product information sheet be submitted to declare the type of
chemicalsused.
FMV prefers a declaration of energy and fuel consumption of the products, as well as products
noise leve1during its usage. If a product tiges batteries including cadmium, mercury or lead, as
an energy source this should be declared.
Products that are covered by the Producers Responsibility law34should include a declaration
sheet that provides information on how this responsibility has been obtained. Even though a
product is not covered by this law it is desirable if a disposal report is submitted at delivery.
The disposal plan might also include a product content declaration for simplifydisposal. This
declaration can show product material composition, hazard substances and their placement.

3.3 The US Defence Force
This section is based on the "US Department ofDefences Regulation5000.2R',35.
The United States Department of Defence has established a management ftamework for
purchasing, called Mandatory Procedures for Defence Acquisition Programs (MI)APs) and
Major Automated Information Systems (MAlS) Acquisition Programs. The environmental
safety/health part of this ftamework will be explained be1ow.The environmental requirements
expressed in this ftame work are connected to the program manager thai performs the
acquisition process and not directly to the contractor of the product.
3.3.1 Environmental, Safety and Health
The environmental regulations described in this section must be identified and integrated inta
all product acquisition programs.
The program manager should identify system safety and health hazards, define risk levels and
establish programs that manage the probability and severity of all hazards associated with the
lise and disposal of the systems.
Helshe should also establish a hazardous material management program to ensure thai
appropriate considerations are taken to eliminateand reduce the lise of hazardous materials in

34Producers responsibility can be explained as the producers legal obligation to make sure that waste are collected,
transported, reused, reeycled or taken away in a manner that assure a healthy environment. All eost eonneeted to this
handling should be paid by the produet supplier.
35Department ofDefenee, 1996, Regulation number 5000.2R, Department of Defenee regulations, USA
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products and processes. If hazardous materials are used a plan for later material replacement
should be worked out.
All forms of pollution should be prevented or reduced at source when designing operating
maintaining or disposing a system. The program manager shall establish a pollution prevention
program to minimise the environmental impacts and life cycle costs associated with
environmental compliance. This should be done by identifying the environmental impacts of
the system so that actions to prevent or controI the impacts can be taken. The program
managers responsible for the identification of different environmental impacts have
responsibilities which include checking which type and amount of pollution are being released
into the environment and the environmental health/safety risks connected to that release. This
responsibility also includes the identification of source reduction and recycling opportunities.
The program manager is required to decrease the use of virgin materials and should consider
the use of recovered material. Waste minimisation and proper disposal plan should also be
planned out.

3.4 Summarised Defence Industry Demands
It is very difficultto identifywhether FMW and VS Defence Force try to express demands or
wishes in their reports. This may, in parts, be attributed to the way demands are formulated.
This section will try to reformulate and merge the FMV and VS Defence Force demands so
that a demand specification matrix may be presented. The reformulated demands will also
consider the Swedish Parliament quality objectives.
After reviewing the FMV and VS Defence Force demands the following list of demands were
extracted:
1. It must be possible to describe a products life cycle impacts.
2. The products negative environmentalimpacts must be decreased.
3. The hazardous material content of products must be reduced or eliminated.
4. Reduction in the use of virgin materials must be made and an increased use of recycled
materials must be obtained.
5. Hazardous material and substances included in a product should be shown and their
placement described.
6. Disposal plans for products should be developed.

3.5 Evaluation Matrix
The demands formulated in the above section comprise a list of evaluation criteria's for the
evaluation matrix presented in this section, table 1. The matrix has been developed to evaluate
different EAPD and DFE models described later in this thesis work. A grading system is used
to compare whether each demand is fulfilled,with the highest grade being a 5 and the lowest
grade being a 1. A three point grade or higher show that the demands has been fulfilled, a
rating value is obtained by summing the given grades to each demand. This shows how weIl
the model has fulfilledthe defence demands.
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Al through it would be a good idea to make a relative comparison between each demand in
this matrix, this will not be done due to the limited size of this thesis work.
Table 1 This is a matrix developed to evaluate different EAPD and DFE related modeis. The highest evaluation grade is
5 and the lowest is 1 .

Nr
1
2
3
4

5
6

Demands

Grade

Comment

It must be possible to describe a
products lifecycle impacts.
Products negative environmental
impacts must be decreased.
Hazardous materials or substances in
products must be reduced or eliminated.
The use of virgin materials in products
must be reduced and an the amount of
recycled materials used must be
increased.
Hazardous material and substances
included in a product should be shown
and their placement described.
Disposal plans for products should be
developed.
Total
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Ch ap ter 4
4. Design Models
This chapter will describe and evaluate two models for Eco-design and Design For
Environment, the ECODESIGN manual and US EPAs design manual.

4.1 ECODESIGN Manual
This section is based upon materials from the ECODESIGN manual36.The ECODESIGN
manual was developed by Delft University of Technology, Rathenau Institute and United
Nations Environmental Program (UNEP) . The manual describes an environmentally adopted
product development process and how environmental aspects affect product design decisions.
The handbook has a team and multidisciplinaryoriented approach.
4. 1.1 Manual Description
The manual is divided in three parts where the second part suggests a seven step approach for
eco-design. These seven steps include the: organisation of a eco-design project, seleeting a
product, establishing the eco-design strategy, generating and seleeting product ideas, detailing
the concept, communicating and launchingthe product and establishingfollow-up activities.
The first phase, the organisation of eco-design project, includes the formulation of objectives
and establishment of a multidisciplinaryproduction teams. The second phase explains what
type of product a company should choose to start up a eco-design project.
The third phase, establish a eco-design strategy, shows how an analysis of existing products
can be conducted. A product strategy tool, MET matrix, is used for this analysis in
combination with an eco-design checklist. The fourth phase tries to provide the reader with
suggestions on how ideas can be generated, judge and seleeted. The fifth phase, detailing the
concept, gives the reader examples of strategies thai can be used to reduce the environmental
impact of products. It also helps the reader to see if the suggested solutions are feasible. The
sixth and seventh phases briefly describe how the realisation and evaluation of products can be
performed .

36Brezet H & Van Hemel C, 1997, ECODESIGN-a promising approach to sustainable product design, United Nations
EnvITonmentalProgram Industrial and EnvITonment,France
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4.1.2 Evaluatian of the ECODESIGN Manual
The ECODESIGN manual can be evaluated using the earlier developed matrix, table 2. The
judging of whether certain demands are satisfied will be partly based on experiences gained
from chapter 2.
Table 2 How weIl the ECODESIGN marmal satisfies the supplier demands.

Demands

Nr

Grade

Cemment

It must be possible to describe a
products life cycle impacts.
Products negative environmental
impacts must be decreased.

3

3

Hazardous materials or substances in
products must be reduced or eliminated.

2

4

The use of virgin materials in products
must be reduced and the amount of

2

The use of a product strategy
tool keeps up the Qrade.
The unstructured way of
displaying impact reduction
suggestions in combination
with few impact decrease
suggestions keeps down the
Qrade.
The lack of good impact
reduction suggestions results
in a low grade.
The lack of good impact
reduction suggestions results
in a low grade.

1
2

5

6

recycled materials used must be
increased.
Hazardous material and substances
included in a product should be shown
and their placement described.
Disposal plans for products sh ou Id be
developed.

Total

3

1

1

No materials are existing
concerning this demand. The
lowest grade will therefore be
given.
No materials are existing
concerning this demand. The
lowest grade will therefore be
Qiven.

12

The ECODESIGN manual uses a concept evaluation tool to make initial evaluations of
product concepts while this is an attractive approach the product development weighting tools
for more a detailed evaluation is missing. This will result in a 3 point grade for the first
demand. A few environmental impact reduction suggestions are displayed in the manual but
they are not properly structured. The second demand will therefore be given a 3 point grade.
The manual includes a limited number of hazardous and virgin materials reduction suggestions
however it does not include a hazardous material list. This will result in a 2 point grade for the
third and fourth demand. No disposal plan or hazardous material specifications are displayed
in the manual so the lewest grade is given to the fifth and sixth demand. The total grade for the
ECODESIGN manual is 12 points out of30 possible which must be seen as a bad grade. Olle
may conclude that the ECODESIGN manual can not be used by BWS because of the lack of a
product development weighting tool, the limited amount of environmental improvement data
and the missing disposal plan. The inabilityto display environmental data is judged as a minor
problem since it is quit easy to add this feature to a model.
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4.2 US EPAs Design Manual for DFE
This section is based upon materials from the VS EPAs design manual37.The manual was
published by the VS EPA to help industry reduce ils environmentalimpact and to reduce health
risks. It provides a framework for the entire product development process. The manual
emphasises the importance ofusing concurrent engineeringand cross functional teams.
4.2.1 Manual Description
The manual is divided inta seven chapters: an introduction, life cycle design basics,
the development process, design requirements, design strategies, environmental analysingtools
and life cycle accounting.
Examples of components that could be included are concurrent engineering and product teams.
The fourth chapter brings up requirements that may be put on products and how these
requirements my be addressed. The fifth chapter suggests different design strategies that can
decrease the environmental impact of products, processes and distribution systems. Examples
of strategies are product life extension, material extension, reduced material use, and efficient
distribution. The sixth chapter gives an explanation as to why LCA should be used, how it
work s, and where it can be used. The final chapter brings up cost related questions and
explains that cost does not necessarily need to increase as a result of environmental
adjustments. The approach used to make this analysisis called Life Cycle Accounting.
4.2.2 Evaluation of the US EPAs Design Manual
The VS EPAs design manual can be evaluated using the same matrix and judgement criteria as
those used for the ECODESIN manual, table 3.
Table 3 How weIl the US EPA manual satisfies the supplier demands.

Oemands

Nr

Grade

Gomment

3,5

The missing concept strateg y
tool and product development
weighting tool keeps down the
grade
The large number of
environmental impact
reduction suggestions results
in a high grading.
No hazardous reduction
suggestions are provided so
the lowest grade will be given.
Good examples are provided
which will result in a high
grade.

1

It must be possible to describe a
products life cycle impacts.

2

Products negative environmental
impacts must be decreased.

4

3

Hazardous materials or substances in
products must be reduced or eliminated.

1

4

The use of virgin materials in products
must be reduced and the amount of

4

5

recycled materials used must be
increased.
Hazardous material and substances
included in a product should be shown

1

No materials are existing
concerning this demand. The

37 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1994, Design For The Environment- Product Life Cycle Design Manual,
Government Institute (Inc), USA
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and their placement described.
6

Disposal plans for products should be
developed.

Total

lowest grade will therefore be
Qiven.
1

No materials are existing
concerning this demand. The
lowest grade will therefore be
given.

15,5

The VS EPA design manual does not include a process evaluation tool in the early product
development phase. This may be considered as a big disadvantage as information given by this
tool is essential for the development of products design. A LCA tool is used to make later and
more extensive evaluations. The manual gives a good description of the environmental impacts
of the product concept, but in this case it is an expensive and data demanding method. The
possibilities to evaluate environmental impacts will result in a grade of 3,5 points. A weIl
developed list for environmental product development improvement is included in the manual.
Since the list is very extensive a grade of 4 points will be given. No examples are provided on
how to reduce the amount of hazardous material content in products. Consequently this will
result in 1 point grade for the third demand. The mode! including good examples on measures
that could be taken to decrease the use of virgin materials this results in a 4 grade. Since no
disposal plan or hazardous material lists are presented in the manual, tifth and sixth demand
will receive a Ollepoint grade. The total grade of the review is 15,5 which is a better result
than for the ECODESIGN manual, but the laclcingcoverage of the mode! makes this mode!
unsuitable for BWS. The biggest deticiencies with the mode! are the lack of a process
evaluation tool, product development weighting tool, hazardous reduction suggestions and a
disposal plan. The missing product deve!opment weighting tool may be compensated by the
use of the LCA, but it is a data intensive and costly substitute.

4.3 Model Conclusion
Although the ECODESIGN and VS EPA manual have some really interesting approaches,
nOlle of the manuals can provide a sufficient approach to address all defence purchasing
demands. Thus Ollecan consider that a new mode! needs to be developed. It needs to consider
following questions:

.
.
.

How can the environmental impact of products, be described in all product development
phases.
How can new ideas for environmentalimpact reduction be developed.
How should different environmental impact reduction efforts, environmental achievements
and disposal plans presented.
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Ch ap ter 5
5. Bofors Weapon System
This charter will describe the present situation in BWS. Issues that will be discussed will
include the product development process, project responsibility, connected to the company
structure, and specific BWS characteristics. An evaluation of BWSs product development
modet will also be made.

5.1 About Bofors Weapon Systems
BWS is a division with in Bofors AB, the main product areas of the company are: Artillery,
Anti-aircrai1:1Marineand Combat vehicles, Appendix l. Bofors AB is a part of a larger group
of companies named Celsius AB. Celsius AB is Olle of Sweden's leading defence
manufacturers with a tum over of about Il billion Swedishkronor and 11000 employees38.

5.2 Responsibilities and Connecting Structures
This section will explain how the responsibilities in product development projects are
distributed at BWS. The division, development and sub-development structure of the company
are tightly connected to the product development responsibilities and must therefore also be
explained.
5.2. 1 Product Development Responsibilities
This section as weIl as the foIlowing section is based on an interview with BWS' s system
analysismanager39.
The business managers in BWS are responsible for the initiation of new development projects.
The introduced projects must be approved by the division manager before they are allowed to
start. The business area manager should then appoint a project manager for the project
development process. The appointed project manager is responsible for the economy, quality,
technology and planning of the project. The project manager should appoint a partial manager
from the development department to take care of the product development process. The partial
manager will be directly responsible for the design, verification and quality of the project.
Re/she will start the product development process by creating a project group. This project
group will be made up of personal resources from the support functions in the development
department. The support functions should provide the partial managers with personnel,
working methods, equipment, etc. The support function manager is responsible for personnel
competence development and for providence of different tools and methods.
38Information about Bofors AB, 1998-11-10, Http://www.bofors.se/, Bofors AB homepage
39Claes Carpenfelt, 1998-10-01, System analys manager, BWS (Interview)
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5.2.2 Division Structures
BWS has the structure of a flat organisation. It includes a division manager in the top who is
supported by four statTfunctions, five business areas and three resource departments, figure 3.
The sta:fffunctions should provide the division with knowledge in their specific field and the
resource departments should support the business areas in their work.

Figure 3 The figure shows how the BWS division is structured. The division consists of staff functions, business branches
and resource departments.

The development department is the divisions resource for product development and product
improvement. It is also used for product and market support. It is divided in development
functions and support units, figure 4. The development functions are Artillery, Air Defence and
Combat Vehicle Program. The main responsibilities of the different development functions are
to assist, administrate and co-ordinate the different development projects between the business
areas and the development department. The support units are System analysis, System Design,
System Test and Evaluation, Administration, Design of Carriage and Turret, Gun Design and
Analysis, Ammunition Design, Sensors and Control Systems, and Electrical, Electronie and
Software Design.
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Figure 4 How the development

program

(OUL)

department is structured. Ttis divided inta deve1opment functions and support units.

GUY is the system analysis unit of the development department and is responsible for the
verification analysis, evaluation analysis and system safety analysis of diffrent products. The
unit is divided inta three groups: Verification, System Safety and Evaluation, figure 5.

Evaluation

System Safety

vef1fication

Figure 5 The system analysis unit of the development department. It is divided inta evaluation, system safety and
verification.

5.3 Bofors We ap on Systems Product Development
Process
The product development process description is based upon materials from BWSs process
handbook (Processhandboken Weapon Systems- Att Utvecklato. The product development
process is called "Att Utveckla" and is mainly developed to ensure compliance with ISO 900 l

40

Larsson C, 1998-06-30, Processhandboken Weapon Systems -Att Utveckla, Bofors, Weapon System, Karlskoga
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and

AQAP41 - 11042.The product development process medel below, figure 6, consists of

activities on the vertical

axis and the processes on the horizontal axis.
-.p.RQ.Q.S

A'Concept study
Feasibility

-

POP

SP

OP

Study

Product definition
Design and testing
Qualification with design and testing
Senal preparation
Serial type testing
Assignment

reviews

Result review & Design reviews

"-R

AR
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AR
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AR AR

D

DR

DR DR D

R

R

"-R

D

Reviews and audits

Figure 6 The product development process description for BWS. It is divided in activities and on the y-axis and Processes
on the x-axis.

The processes included in the medel are: the study phase (SP), the product definition phase
(PDF) and the development phase (DP). The connections between the activities and the
processes are briet1y explained figure 6. The activities included in the medel are listed and
described below.
Concept study

The purpose of makinga concept studyis to to formulate,evaluateand documentdifferent
conceptual suggestions which should be directed to intemal and externat decision makers so
that decisions can be made regarding the continuation of a study.
Feasibility study
The feasibility study evaluatesproduct, economic and market conditions for a product concept.

Thisis doneto see if a conceptshouldbe furtherdevelopedor not.
Product definition

The purpose of the product definition activity is to develop a technical, production adjusted,
economically feasible and market adjusted foundation to make a decision. This allows for a
concept to be chosen and develop.
41 AQAP,

Allied Quality Assurance Publication, is a NATO

document thai assures a products quality.

42Roland Carlquist, 1998-08-18, Qualite manager (GU), BWS (Interview)
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Design and testing

The purpose of this activity is to construct and document hardware and software and then
verifYproduct demands so that construction and testing can be made.

Qualification with design and testing
The purpose of this activity is to verifYcompliancewith demand specifications and to create a
foundation for "type approval" making it possible to mass produce a product.
Series preparation

The purpose with the series preparation activity is to complete purchasing, production and
controI preparations and to prepare a product for mass production by adjusting and adapting
the product.
Series type testing

Series type testing shall show if the mass produced products fulfils the demands that were
specified in the product specification.A check of the product equipment, production methods,
assembling and testing equipment should also be made in this phase.
Assignment Reviews

The assignment review can be seen as a forum which uses the accumulated knowledge of the
company to give the product wanted properties and at the same assure good quality and
economy. The aim with the assignmentreview is to :

.
.
.
.
.

To start up and inform all parties of concern about mission goals and the scope.
Evaluate time plans and calculations.
Book resources.
If needed, ask for change and modificationof time and resource plans.
Take decisions with respect to realisation of different ideas.

Result reviews

The result review scrutinise the results of accomplished activities and suggest a direction for
continued work. The result review is conducted:

.

.
.

At the end of the compliance study
After finishinglarger activities.
In the end of assignmentreviews.

Johan Stenberg,
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result review creates a foundation for decisions that decide when a new activity should
begin.
The

Design reviews
The design review is a very important part of the decision process which decides if an activity
is allowed to continue or not.
Reviews and Audits
The Reviews and Audits include a system requirement review, system design review, critical
design review, functional configuration review and a physical configuration review.
The system requirements review (SRR) is made to assure that the system requirements
demanded by the purchaser are identified and completed so that they can be accepted by both
the supplier and purchaser.
The system design review (SDR) is made to assure that the system solution will satisfy the

demanded needs. It should be conducted when the system properties have been defined. The
principle production techniques to be used are also considered.
The critical design review (CDR) is performed to confirm that the unit properties are in line
with the requested requirements. The possibilities of producing the product are also being
judged.
The Functional Configuration Audit (FCA) is an assessment of the configuration units
propertiesand how they have been verified.This is done by controllingthat the results from
the verification fulfil the demands required in earlier documentation.
The Physical Configuration Audit (PCA) is conducted together with the customer. It is a
revision of the pre-serial product or the serial product and its documentation. The revision
checks if the manufactured configuration unit has been conducted in accordance with its
related software or drawing and if the verifications are valid.
The different Reviews and Audits must be performed in chronological order.

5.4 Bofors Weapon Systems Specific Product
Development Characteristics
This section tries to explain how BWS product development activities differ ITom other
industries product development activities. Ninety percent of the product development projects
carried out by BWS are paid by the customer. Infact, this large customer involvement in the
product development process is common in the defence industry43.The funding for product
development starts in the concept study or feasibility study phase. Funding is provided
continuously throughout the product development project if both parties are satisfied with the
development of the project. The development is higWy dependent on the results that are
43Ola SandwaZZ, 1998-10, System Ana1ysis, BWS (Interview)
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presented in. result reports after
each development activity. BWS is obligated to provide each
44
h
h
customer Wlt t ese reports.
The purchaser has a tremendous opportunity to influence and steer projects as a result of the
way projects are. The development of projects can almost be seen as a ca-operation between
two companies. This ca-operation is regulated by a number of meetings. These meetings are
quite diverse hut generally consist of project meetings and sub-project meetings45. The
participants of these meetings are supplier, pqrchaser, and tiger representatives. The project
meetings are often held several times a year, and the agenda cancerns the entire project. Submeetings are held more frequently and address questions concerning more specific areas such
as design, maintenance and safety reviews, etc. The design reviews are different from the Olles
described in Att Utveckla, and give the customer the possibility to influence the product
design46.
The product development projects can be seen as a dialogue between supplier and the
customer.

5.5 Evaluation of Bofors Weapon Systems Product
Development System
The evaluation of BWSs product development process made in this section will be based on
data examined in this chapter as weIl as personal experiences and feelings gained during the
work at BWS. The earlier developed evaluation matrix will again be used, this time for the
evaluation, ofBWS product development process, table 7.
Figure 7 The matrix tries to evaluate BWS current product development system.

Nr
1

2

3

Demands

Grade

Comment

It must be possible to describe products
life cycle impacts.

1

The absence of an
environmental
responsibility
structure and environmental
impact measuring tools is the
reason for the low grade.

Products negative environmental
impacts must be decreased.

2

The product development
model Att Utveckla saves

Hazardous

materials or substances

in

1

products must be reduced or eliminated.
4

S

The use of virgin materials in products
must be reduced and an the amount of
recycled materials used must be
increased.
Hazardous material and substances

1

1

included in a product should be shown
and their placement described.

this demand category from
receiving the lowest grade.
No material has been found
in this area. The lowest grade
will therefore be given.
No directions on how to
reduce the use of virgin
material. This is the reason
for the low grade given.
No material has been found
in this area. The lowest grade
will therefore be given.

44Gunnar Regestad, 1998-10-14, Assistant Manager (GUV), BWS (Interview)
45Löfroth . L-E, 1998-10, System Design, BWS (Interview)
46Karl-Gunnar Tillman, 1998-10, System Design, BWS (Interview)
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6

Disposal plans for products should be
developed.
Total

1

No material has been found
in this area. The lowest grade
will therefore be ajven.

7

It is virtually impossible to evaluate the environmental impact of BWS products through the
current organisational practices. The reason for this is thai BWS current company structure
does not include any kind of responsibility structure for environmentally related questions
concerning products. This makes it impossible for people in the company to know who is
responsible for different environmental questions which in tum decreases the willingness to
make environmental impact evaluations. This is probably also the reason as to why no tools
and methods for environmental impact evaluation exist at BWS. The grade given for the
possibility to describe the products environmentalimpact is l point.
Although the Att Utveckla model includes properties thai make it possible to achieve impact
reductions, a problem with the mode! is thai it does not organise environmentalresponsibilities.
This fact, in combination with the fact thai no impact reduction suggestions are given, will
result in a 2,Opoint grade for the second demand.
No suggestions for how hazardous materials should be excluded or reduced are given by
BWS. This is also the cage for the use of virgin materials. This fact, in combination with
missing hazardous material descriptions or disposal plans, will result in a l point grade for the
last two demands in the matrix.
The ability ofBWS to meet the listed demands tumed out to be very low, only 7 points out of
30 possible. This shows thai there is an urgent need for an EAPD mode! at BWS. Otherwise it
will be impossible to fulfil the demands placed upon BWS from influential customers and
governments.
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6

Ch ap ter

6. The IMAER Model
Since the existing models for EAPD at Bofors did not fulfil the demands expressed, this
charter will describe a newly developed model for EAPD called IMAER ( Initial, Main,
Additional Environmental Review). An assessment of the IMAER model will also be
presented.

6.1 The IMAER Model
The creation of the IMAER model was based on experiences gained and information presented
in charter 2, 3, 4 and 5. The model attempts to overcome the deficiencies of the rejected
models and adds a few extra improvements. The components of the model are however same
as the Att Utveckla model currently at BWS model use. The reason for this was that it was
explicitly requested from BWS employs not to change the current product development
system. Many wanted to have a model for EAPD which would be easy to understand and
compatible with the Att Utveckla model.
6. 1.1 Mode! Description
The IMAER model is built around three; pillars the Initial Environmental Overview, the Main
Environmental Review and the Additional Environmental Review, each of which are divided
into smallerunits, figure 8.

IMAER
Initial environmental

overview

I

Main

environmental

reviewl

I

Concept study

Additionai environmental

review

I

Detailed design
Series Preparation

Feasibility Study

Qualification with

Series type Testing

Design type Testing
Product Definition

Figure 8 The complete IMAER model, structured in the fonn of an initial, main and additional environmental review.
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6.1.2 The First Pillar
The first pillar the Initial Environmental Review, will creates a framework for EAPD. It is this
pillar that provides the greatest opportunities for environmentalimpact reductions47.The pillar
is dividedinta three sections:ConceptStudy,FeasibilityStudyandProductDefinition,figure9.

IMAER
Initial environmental

. ..

.-

overview

]

.

Figure 9 The flfst pillar of the IMAER medel, called the initial environmental overview. It includes a concept study,
feasibility study and a product definition phase.

The first pillar addresses the first four demands in the demand matrix, used trough out this

thesis,table 4.
Table 4 The crosses in the comment section of the table showwhich of the purchasing demands are covered by the fITst
pillar.

Nr
1
2
3
4

5

6

Demands

Grade

Comment
X

It must be possible to describe a
products life cycle impacts.
Products negative environmental
impacts must be decreased.
Hazardous materials or substances in
products must be reduced or eliminated.

X
X
X

The use of virgin materials in products
must be reduced and an the amount of
recycled materials used must be
increased.
Hazardous material and substances
included in a product should be shown
and their placement described.
Disposal plans for products sh ou Id be
developed.
Total

47Ryding S-O, 1995, Miljö Ampassad Product Utveckling, fudustriförbundet, Stockholm
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The Concept Study

The appointed project manager is responsible to start the concept study phase by creating a
cross functional group consisting of people from all parts of the product life cycle. This will
ensure thai aholistic view of a products environmental problems can be obtained. This group
should include the project leader, an environmental expert, suppliers, purehasers, management
and purchasing, production, finance and legal representatives.
The task of the cross functional group is to formulate environmental goals and suggest and
evaluate different product concepts. The concepts must be in line with the customer
environmental specifications and the companies own environmentalgoals.
The concept formulation should include some sort of product review if the product developed
is similar to a product produced earlier. For example the review can include an earlier
conducted LCA on a similarproduct. The review should also include a brain storming session
where new ideas for environmentalimprovement can be developed. The brainstorming exercise
should include an eco-design checklist to assure thai all environmentalfields are covered.
The suggested concepts should then be evaluated from a life cycle perspective to assure thai
the environmental impacts of products are as small as possible. The evaluation will form the
first of two indicators to assure thai the environmental work abides by the continuous
improvement philosophy.
An evaluation should be made to assure thai suggestions made by group members, to decrease
environmental impacts willlead to environmental improvements48.This evaluation should be
made using a concept strategy tool in combination with an eco- design check list. The ecodesign checklist should assure thai all environmentalfields are covered by the evaluation. The
concept strategy tool must fulfilthe following criteriums to be functional:

.

.
.
.

.
.

make it function with a limited amount of data.
be possible to divide the product life cycle into phases.
make it possible to identify different activities (transport, design) and sort these activities
into the different life cycle phases.
make it possible to present what the environmental aspects of activities are (emission to the
air, contamination of land) and sort these aspects into differentlife cycle phases.
make it possible to identify environmental impacts ( green house effect, ozone depletion)
and sort these impacts into different life cycle phases.
make it possible to do some sort of evaluation of the environmental impacts so thai
improvement suggestions can be given.

The eco-design check list should be able to answer the following questions to be useful :

48Blazek M & Dambach B, 1996, Initiating Management Systems and Design for Environment at
AT&T, International Symposium on Electronics and Environment, Department of industrial
manufacturing System Engineering, University ofWindsor, Canada.
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.

.
.
.
.
.

How does the product system fulfil social needs?
What problem can arise in the production and supply of materials and components?
What problems can arise in the production process of a company?
What problems can arise in the distribution of a product ?
What type of problems arise when using, serving and repairing the product?
What problems can arise in the recovery and disposal of a product49?

The results from the concept development evaluation create a foundation for the formulation
of environmental goals and project scope. It is preferable if the criteria developed by The
Natural Steps for sustainable development, based on the laws of thermodynamic, are
considered when defining the goals and scope50.The goal and scope definition should be
followed by the establishment of preliminary time plans for realising the goals. The project
leader should then begin to book resources so that a project group can be formed. The
knowledge gained during the concept study phase should then be transferred from the project
leader and designer representative to the project members.
The concept study end with a design review before the project is allowed to continue. The
design review should include :

.
.

The establishment of environmentalgoals and a scope for the project.
A time plan for environmentalwork.

Feasibility Study

The aim with the feasibility study is to develop more accurate technical goaIs, cost frames and
time plans for EAPD. While the project development personal are mainly responsible for the
work, support is provided by the cross functional group when need. The work should mainly
be based on knowledge from the concept study but also on environmentalguidelines developed
by top-management. The guidelines should specify the environmental goals for the company's
products.
The results of this feasibility study should provide a foundation on which decisions could be
taken whether a project should continue an environmental point of view. The second design
review should include :

.

.

.
.

A description of how the technical goals should be obtained.
Provide cost frames for the environmentalwork.
Create a more accurate time plan for the environmentalwork.
Decide on distribution of environmental work and responsiblepersons.

49Blazek M & Dambach B, 1996, Initiating Management Systems and Design for Environment at AT &T, International
Symposium on Electronies and Environment, Department of industrial manufacturing System Engineering, University of
Windsor, Canada
50Bras B, 1997, Incorporating environmental issues in the product design and realisation, System Realisation Laboratory,
Woodruff School of Mechanical Engineering, Georgia fustitute of Technology, USA
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Product Definition

The work in the product definition phase is similar to that of the work performed in the
feasibility study, however the study is performed in greater detail. Prototyp e and product
suggestions are sketched to create sufficient material for the design and testing phase. This
work should be performed with certain design criteriums in mind. These criteria should be
expressed in a handbook created to support the EAPD. The handbook should explain how
product development could be carried out to decrease the environmentalimpacts of a product.
It should include suggestions on how product life extension, material life extension, material
selection, reduction of material intensity and design for efficient distribution could be carried
outSI. The material selection part should also include lists of materials and substances that
should not be used or replaced. The third design review should include:

.

.
.

A definition of environmentalrequirements.
An estimation of increased or decreased production price as a result of the environmental
adjustments made to a product.
An estimation of the increase or decrease of production speed as a result of the
environmental adjustments made to a product.

The requirements should consider issues such as: product systems life extension (making the
products more adaptable, reliable, serviceable and reusable ), material life extension (simplify
recycling, disassembly, material identification,material selection and computability decisions ),
improved material selection (creation of a list of restricted materials and materials that should
be substituted), reduced material intensity ( give advise on how products can be designed
smarter) and improved distribution (reduction of materials in packaging and the substitution of
material)SI.

6.1.3 The Second Pillar
The second pillar, Main Environmental Review, covers the development of a product idea to,
more or less, the final development phase. It is important to nate that it is more difficult to
make environmental adjustments in this phase as all environmental requirements have already
been established. The second pillar is divided inta two sections: Detailed Design, and
Qualificationwith Design Type Testing, figure 10.

51

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1994, Design For The Environment- Product Life Cycle Design Manual,
Govenunent Institute (!nc), USA
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lMAER

Figure 10 The second pillar in the JMAER model. lt includes a detail design and a qualification and design type testing
phase.

The second pillar will address the flve flrst demands in the demand matrix, table 5.
Table 5 The crosses in the comment section of the table show which of the purchasing demands that are covered by the
second pillar.

Nr
1
2
3
4

5

6

Demands

Grade

Comment
X

It must be possible to describe a
products life cycle impacts.
Products negative environmental
impacts must be decreased.
Hazardous materials or substances in
products must be reduced or eliminated.
The use of virgin materials in products
must be reduced and an the amount of
recycled materials used must be
increased.
Hazardous material and substances
included in a product should be shown
and their placement described.
Disposal plans for products should be
developed.
Total

X
X
X

X

Detailed Design

The project manager starts the design phase by reconstructing a cross functional group. The
new group should include representatives from the design, production, maintenance and
purchasing departments. It shall also include people working with the end of life cycle
treatment of products. The reason for reconstructing the cross functional group is that the
flnished design will be developed in this phase, a design affecting people in the mentioned
departments. The creation of a new group will give people in these departments the possibility
of improving their part of the work to reduce the life cycle impact of a product. The main task
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of the group is to fonnulate environmental strategies which should cover the environmental
requirements earlier agreed upon within the product definition phase. The environmental
handbook which was mentioned earlier can be used to find strategies on how to fulfil these
requirements. The next step in the detailed design phase is to conduct tests, develop prototypes
and perform simulations. The prototypes, test results and simulations should then be evaluated
IToman environmental point of view using a product development weighting teol. This teol
should evaluate the designs environmental impact IToma life cycle perspective. It should also
show where improvements could be made. The product development weighting teol should
fulfilfollowing criteria:

.
.
.

.
.

It should make it possible to quantify the environmental impact of: natural resource use,
energy consumption, pollution discharge and waste generation in a products different life
cycle phases.
It should make it possible to reduce or increase the environmental impact of product as a
result of recycling.
It should make it possible to evaluate the environmental consequences of different
processes and product concepts.
The system should use an evaluation system that will make it possible to decide the total
environmental effect of a product system and present this in a Olleindex figure52.
It should make it possible to judge the uncertainty and sensitivity of a system to see if the
result is statistically safe and to identifyuncertain data, factors and assumptions52.

The product development weighting teol will help the designer to see where improvements
need to be made. The results can be used as a second indicator to assure continuous
improvement of the environmental work. The product development weighting teol can be
combined with tools for improved disassembly,reliabilityand serviceability.The fourth design
review should include:

.
.

.

An environmental strategy fonnulation.
A summary estimation of costs or savings resulting ITomthe environmental adjustments
made to a product.
A time-plan including environmental adjustments that have to be conducted before a
product is finallydeveloped.

The EAPD medel can also include the following components in the fourth design review
enlarging the medel to that of a DFE medel:

.
.
.

A draft showing how an environmentallyiliendly process-layout for a product could look
like.
A draft suggesting how an environmentallyiliendly maintenance could be performed.
A draft suggesting how the end of life treatment of a product should be perfonned.

52Bengt Steen, 1998-08-19, Associated Professor Ph.D., Centre for Environmental Assessment of Product and Material
Systems, Chalmers University of Technology (Interview)
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Qualification with Design type Testing

All environmental requirements agreed upon in the product definitionphase should be included
in the prototyp e design which the Qualificationwith Design type Testing phase. Changes in
design should be based upon knowledge gained through the cross functional group, the
environmental handbook and the product development weighting too!. This phase will adjust a
product so that it will be possible to mass produce it. This adjustment should be made through
a ca-operative effort between designers and process personal. Maintenance and end of life
cycle treatment personal should also be partly involved in this adjustment, as they should be
involved in the development of a list including environmentalspecifications.The environmental
specifications should include:
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A list showing the hazardous materials of a product and their placement.
An information sheet which presents the product fuel and energy consumption.
An information sheet explainingthe noise level during product usage.
A description showing the different materials of a product and how they are combined .
A text sheet explaininghow producers responsibilityhas been obtained.
A disposal plan with included recyclingfigures.

The designers are responsible for the first four hullets in the list above and the end of life cycle
personal are responsible for the last two. Moreover the environmental specification should be
continuously upgraded.
The adjustments made in this phase should be evaluated with earlier described product
development weighting tool, so that the best possible environmental solution from a life cycle
perspective can be obtained. The fifth assessment review should include:

.
.

A completed checklist which should assure that all earlier expressed requirements has been
covered.
A suggestion on how environmentalspecificationsfor a product should look like.

6. 1.4 The Third Pillar
The third pillar, Additional EnvironmentalReview, can be seen as a pillar where the product is
being adjusted for mass production and where the final documentation is made. The pillar
includes a series preparation and series type testing phase, figure11.
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!MAER

I

Addition.! environmenta!review

I

Figure 11 The third pillar of the IMAER model. It includes a senal preparation and senal type testing phase.

The third pillar will address the last two demands in the demand matrix, table 6.
Table 6 The crosses in the comment section of the table show which of purchasing demands that are covered by the third
pillar.

Nr
1
2
3
4

5

6

Demands

Grade

It must be possible to describe a
products life cycle impacts.
Products
environmental
negative
impacts must be decreased.
Hazardous materials or substances in
products must be reduced or eliminated.
The lise of virgin materials in products
must be reduced and an the amount of
recycled materials used must increased.
Hazardous material and substances
included in a product should be shown
and their placement described.
Disposal plans for products should be
developed.
Total

Comment

X

X

Series Preparation

Product adjustment continues so that mass-production can be made possible. The design
personnel makes the final decisions regarding material choice and products dimention. The
sixth result review should include:

.

A list including the first four environmental specifications,described earlier.

The EAPD medel can also include the following component in the sixth design reVIew
touching upon elements of an DFE medel:
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.

A time plan that presents when production should start.

Series type Testing

The design of a product will be evaluated to assure that all environmental properties that a
product should have are obtained. The seventh and final result review should include:

.
.

A Check list that assures that the mass produced product fulfil all earlier expressed
environmental requirements.
A Check list that confirms that a products environmentalproperties have been obtained .

The EAPD mode! can also include following component in the sixth design review touching
upon elements of an DFE mode! :

.
.
.

A confirmation of the finishedprocess layout.
A presentation of a maintenance plan.
A presentation of a complete list of environmental specifications including a disposal plan
and explanation on how producer responsibilityhas been obtained.

6.2 Assessment of the IMAER Model
The IMAER mode! makes it possible to solve the demands put on the defence industry, see
Table 7. The demands will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.
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Table 7 The matrix evaluates how weIl the IMAER model satisfies the supplier demands.

Nr

Grade

Comment

1

It must be possible to describe a
products life cycle impacts.

Demands

4,5

2

Products negative environmental
impacts must be decreased.

4

The combined use of concept
evaluation and product
development weighting tools
is powerful when making
environmental impacts
evaluations. A high grade will
therefore be given.
The brain stormlng session
and the environmental

3

Hazardous materials or substances in
products must be reduced or eliminated.

3

4

The use of virgin materials in products
must be reduced and an the amount of
recycled materials used must be
increased.
Hazardous material and substances

3

5

4

included in a product should be shown
and their placement described.
6

Disposal plans for products should be
developed.
Total

4

hand book makes it possible
to reduce a products
environmental impact. The
grade will therefore be high.
The environmental handbook
cover this demand.
The environmental handbook
cover this demand.

The Iisted environmental
specifications provide a good
coverage of the fifth dem and.
The Iisted environmental
specifications include a
disposal plan.

22,5
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Ch ap ter 7
7. DISCUSSION
This chapter will discuss the grading of the IMAER model according to the demand matrix in
the previous chapter, identify prerequisites for the model to work, evaluate how the model flts
BWS, and discuss the possibilities for other arm industries to us the IMAER model. The
possible outcome of an application of the IMAER model will also be discussed.

7.1 The Pros and Cons of the IMAER Model
This section provides the reader with a detailed explanation of the grading of the IMAER
model.
7.1.1 First Demand (Product impact description possibilities)
Many components of the IMAER model are used for evaluation of products environmental
impact. The lise of a concept evaluation tool makes it possible to see where the largest
environmental impacts occur during the entire life cyc1e and which of those thai could be
address easily. However a concept evaluation tool is sometimesinaccurate. On the other hand,
the product development weighting tool has a better accuracy with the possibility of
quantifying the impacts of resource lise, energy consumption, pollution discharge and waste
generation. The possibilityto present an index flgure displayingthe total environmental impact
of a product is valuable. A disadvantage with product development weighting tools could be
thai product impacts are evaluated differently by different toois. The main strength of the
IMAER model is its abilityto make an extensive evaluation of a products total life cyc1eimpact
during all stages of a product development process. The environmental indicators established
help to improve these evaluation possibilities. However the usefulness of these are limited
when evaluations are made of new products. Based upon this assessment, the flrst demand will
receive a 4,5 grade.

7.1.2 Second Demand (Environmental impact reduction possibilities)
The IMAER model make it possible to reduce the environmental impact of products. These
reductions can be made during the brainstorming sessions which are conducted by the cross
functional group. The suggestions for changes and new ideas thai occur during these sessions
can lead to direct product changes with a reduced impact on the environmental. The
environmental handbook gives concrete suggestions regarding how to reduce the
environmental impacts. It inc1udes a number of suggestions thai can decrease the
environmental impact of product concepts. However problems can arise if designers chose to
follow the handbook without reflecting or evaluating the impacts of change in design. For
example, a design change thai seems positive might in combination with other changes be
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negative, increasing the total environmental impact of a product. Based upon this assessment,
the second demand is given a 4 point grade.
7.1.3 Third Demand (Hazardous material and substance reduction possibilities)
The possibility of reducing the amount of hazardous products with the IMAER mode! is quite
good. The environmental handbook includes a material section listing materials that are
prohibited for use and materials that should be replaced by alternative materials. Those lists
must exist if a decrease of hazard materials is to be possible. The material section of the
handbook also provides direct advice on how substances and materials can be replaced with
new alternatives. However, there might be problems with such a list, as property changes are
not considered, that might occur if materials/substances are changed. Based upon the above
assessment the third demand is given a 3 point grade.
7. 1.4 Fourth Demand (Virgin material reduction possibilities)
The IMAER mode! makes it possible to reduce the use of virgin materials and increase the use
of recycled materials. The environmental handbook includes descriptions of how product life
extinction, material extinction and reduced material intensity can be made. Those and other
suggestions might help to reduce the use of virgin materials. The handbook also includes
suggestions on where recycled materials could be used in products. However, this could cause
problems, as recycled materials often have different properties compared to virgin materials
and might also contain certain pollutants. Another problem with the use of recycled material is
that the recycling process might cause maTeharm to the environmentthan benefits. This can be
investigated by the product development weighting tool which can tell if the use of a recycled
material in a certain product component will lead to a decrease or increase in the total
environmental impact of a product. Based upon the above evaluation, the forth demand is
given a 3 point grade.
7.1.5 Fifth and Sixth Demand (The possibility to display hazardous material and
disposal plans)
The IMAER mode! presents a list with environmental specificationsthose makes it possible to
specifY environmentally connected product data including a disposal plan. However, the
environmental specification might cause problems due to the fact that properties of a product
might change over time when a product is used or changed. People that do not consider this
might make major environmental miss judgements. Based upon this assessment, both the fifth
and the sixth demand will receive a 4 point grade.
7.1.6 Model Remarks
The IMAER mode! shows a number of benefits when compared to the two other models
investigated. The grade given to the IMAER mode! is almost double of that of the two other
modets. The reason for this may by attributed to the fact that all the demands in the matrix are
touched upon and betteT addressed due to the use of a combination of tools and methods.
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Thus, the Il\1AER mode! appears to be superior when it comes to satisfying the listed
demands.

7.2 Prerequisites for the moder to work
There are a few prerequisites that must exist if the Il\1AERmodel is to function properly in a
company. The first prerequisite is based upon the existence of a management system,
preferably ISO 14001 or EMAS, which can provide an organised manuel to assess, manage,
monitor and improve a companies environmentalperformance. Another prerequisite is that the
top management of the company must show their commitment for the implementation of the
mode!. The implementation might otherwise sutTeTftom a lack of money, time and
management support, leading to a failure of the entire project. The final prerequisite is that
people involved in the project must be informed about the overall environmental goals of the
project and how the results should be presented.

7.3 IMAER and the Connection to Bofors Weapon Systems
It may be difficult to see the connection between the Il\1AER model and BWSs product
development responsibility distribution system. This connection will thus be explainedbelow.
The Il\1AER model connects the product development responsibilities to Olleproject leader.
The reason for this is that the model should be easy to adjust if the responsibilitydistribution of
the company changes or if other defence industries other than BWS wish to lise the mode!. The
model can be easily adjusted to BWSs responsibilitydistribution if this is desired. This is made
by involving both the project manager and his/her appointed partial manager in the cross
functional group and making them share the responsibilities for some questions.
Responsibilities that should be shared include: the development of time plans and cost ftames
for the environmental work, the definition of environmentalrequirements and the development
of goal descriptions for a product. Responsibilitiesthat the project manger should be in charge
of are: the deve!opment of goals and a scope for the project and the description of the
responsibility distribution for the environmentalwork. Re/she should also estimate increases or
decreases in product price and production speed as a result of environmental adjustments. The
partial manager should be accountable for the rest of the models responsibilities.

7.4 Possible Outcome of an Implementation of the IMAER
Model
A discussion regarding the possible out-comes of the mode! will be connected to the main
components of the mode! i.e. the cross functional group, concept strategy tool, environmental
handbook and product development evaluatingtoo!.
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7.4.1 Cross Functional Group
The environmental work in a company will be betteT co-ordinated through the creation of a
cross functional group. People involved in the group will get a more complete picture of the
different problems and opportunities. The more complete picture will help to create an
understanding for a products interactions with the environment during its life cycle. Moreover,
the betteT co-ordination will simplifYthe goal definition process which is an essential part of
the EAPD process.
A transfer ofunderstanding from cross functional group members to the other project members
will enhance the general understanding and willingness to change and develop products. This
might also lead to a change in prioritisation in the product development process, which might
decrease the life cycle impact of a product and product costs.
It seems logical to assume that the creation of a cross functional group willlead to increased
bureaucracy and subsequently increased costs. While this may be true to SOfie extent for the
initial investment in time for meetings, the long time cost reductions that come with increased
co-ordination and understanding will probably lead to cost savings. The improved coordination will probably lead to betteT goal precision and minimise risk exposure due too
environmental constrains53.The money spent on time required for meetings with the cross
functional group should have a great potential to pay back.
The creation of a cross functional group might also have draw backs. It may create a
perception among the people involved that all possible future scenarios have been considered.
This may make the project members rigid, unable to accept changes in the surroundings e.g. to
new scientificfindings.
7.4.2 Concept Strategy Tool
The concept strategy tool is another essential component of the product development model. It
makes it possible to compare different product concept ideas from a life cycle perspective, and
explain where in the product life cycle environmental impacts will occur. This possibility will
make it possible to choose a more environmentally friendly product suggestion or make
changes to an existing product with environmentallyfriendly suggestion considerations.
The greatest potential for an environmental impact reduction occurs during the early product
development phase. The concept strategy tool may support and guide these reduction efforts54.
The initial cost for product development will increase as a result of expenses related to the
licensing of such a tool. This cost can be seen as minor compared to the cost savings that may
be made. Investigations show that 10-15 percent of product development cost are connected
to the requirement phase, hut decisions made during this phase will account for about 50-70
percent of the costs for a development project55. Another investigation showed that
approximately 75 percent of a products total life cycle costs are determined in the design
53Karlsson M, 1997-05-30, Green Concurrent Engineering: Assuring environmental peiformance in product development,
International Institute for Industrial Environmental Economics, Lund University, Lund
54Brezet H & Van Hemel C, 1997, ECODESIGN-a promising approach to sustainable product design, United Nations
Environmental Program Industrial and Environment, France
55U.S. Environmental ProtectionAgency, 1994, Design For The Environment-Product Life Cycle Design Manual,
Government Institute (Inc), USA
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stage56.This shows how big the potentials for environmental costs reductions are during the
early part of the product development phase. Another advantage with the concept strategy tool
is that the risks for expensive environmental surprises can be reduced. Examples on
environmental surprises can be additional taxes on raw material and increased pollution
discharge fees.
The risks with the concept strategy tool share similaritieswith the risks for cross functional
groups. There is however an additional risk which is linked to the limited amount of data that is
available for the concept strategy too1. This shortage can lead to false conclusions and/or
incorrect actions.
7.4.3 Environmental Handbook
The environmental handbook includes many suggestions regarding how to reduce
environmental impacts and costs. It helps to address purchasing and legislation demands and
gives suggestions on how to improve assembly,maintenance and disassembly.
Increased reuse and recycling can be of great importance for products that are covered by
extended producers responsibility. For example the importance of increased reuse and
recycling will be even greater in the future because of the increased number of products
covered by producers responsibility57.0ne should also remember that being proactive often
saves money and reduces and associated with late product adjustments. Later adjustments of
products might cost more than a hundred times the cost of designing things right from the
beginning58.
The creation of the handbook will result in large initial expenses. These expenses will include
costs for the employment of new personal and involvement of the existing work force. The
creation of a handbook will give the involved people a very good understanding of
environmental related questions where large parts of this knowledge may be transformed by
the handbook into a form understandable for people involved in product design. This will
improve the level of environmentalknowledge in the company and ensure the companies long
time survival.
Public relation grollSmay be another consequence of developing an environmental handbook.
The handbook can show the internat and externat stakeholders that something concrete is being
done to reduce the environmental impacts of products. For example, the company shows a
commitment to deal with environmentalproblems identified.
Olle problem that can occur when creating and using a handbook is that SOfiefacts may be left
out i.e. new findings. However, these effects can often be avoided by making frequent
revisions of the handbook59.

56Billatos S-B & Basaly N-A, 1997, Green Technology and Design for the Environment, Taylor & Francis, Washington
57Viktor Sundberg, 1998-09-17, Electrolux expert on European 1awin Brussels (Te1ephoneinterview)
58Roland Carlquist, 1998-08-18, Qualite manager (GU), BWS (Interview)
59Agneta Wendel, 1998-08-20, Envirorunental Analysis and product decIaration, VOLVO
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7.4.4 Product Development

Weighting Tool

The product development weighting tool is the most important tool when making evaluations
of a products total environmental impact. It uses actual product data and therefore is more
accurate than the concept strategy tool.
The possibility to measure direct and indirect impacts will create a deeper understanding of
how different choices in the development process can increase or decrease a products
environmental impact. The possibility of getting a single value on the environmental impact of
a product will make it easier to measure environmental improvements. The possibility of
presenting environmental improvements for products entire life cycle will benefit public
relations, creates a competitive advantage, and enhance an understanding of the project among
project members.
The initial expenditures for implementing of the tool will include licensing, education and
model adjustment costs. Money must also be provided for continued development of the tools
accuracy. The cost savings that can be made are mostly indirect and connected to reduced life
cycle costs. A decrease in the life cycle cost can be beneficial both for the purchaser and
supplier e.g. decreased maintenance costs for the purchaser and decreased costs connected to
disposal for the supplier.
An effect of using product development tools is that the product development lead time will be
prolonged, however only marginally. This is a small disadvantage compared to the total
advantage that such a tool may provide.
A problem connected with product development weighting tools is that of being able to judge
the severity of different environmental effects. This will always be an uncertainty with this kind
of tool, but it can be decreased by continues revisions of the tool and by the inclusion of new
scientificfindings60.

7.5 Model Application within the Defence Industry
The IMAER model is designed to address demands put on BWS. The fact that demands put on
BWS are similar to the demands put on other defence industries should make it possible for
other defence industries to apply the IMAER model. Other industries with similar demands
should also be able to use the model.
The model is organised around tree pillars which should provide a ftamework for companies
that want to implement and adjust the IMAER model. The most important thing to remember
when adjusting the model is to keep the essential parts of each pillar intact and to avoid a
reorganisation of the models components. The essential parts of the tirst pillar are the cross
functional group, concept evaluation tool and the design reviews. The most important
components of the second pillar are the environmental handbook, product development
weighting tool, list with environmental specification, and the design reviews. The third pillar
has to include an environmental specificationand a design review.

60Bengt Steen, 1998-08-19, Associated Professor Ph.D., Centre for Environmental Assessment of Product and Material
Systems, Chalmers University ofTechnology ( Interview)
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Olle limitation when applying the IMAER mode! on other industries is that these industries
must have some sort of environmentalmanagement system if the mode! is to work.
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Ch ap ter 8
8. CONCLUSION
Olle of the most important tasks of society today, if not the most important, is to decrease the
negative impacts on our environment. The IMAER model inc1udesproperties that can make
this possible. It can pinpoint where environmental impacts occur in a products life cyc1eand
present an index figure for the total environmental impact of a product. The environmental
handbook helps to address the environmental problems and the environmental specification
shows what has been achieved.
BWS will find it easy to implement the IMAER model because of its common hage with the
Att Utveckla model. Further more, the structure of the model makes it possible for other
defence companies to lise the model.
The IMAER model does not guarantee that environmentalimpact reductions will be achieved,
hut it does provide the properties for making this possible. The success of the model will to a
large extent depend on top management dedication and on the management system that
supports the model.
The IMAER model strives to support sustainabilityissues, ensured by the inc1usionof elements
assuring a continuous refinement of the model, and by inc1udingall design personal in the
product design process. This may help to create a platform to continuously redliGea products
environmental impact, thus supporting sustainable development. The model will also redliGe
the risk for future unexpected environmentalcosts and give public relation glins to a company
employing the model.
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9

9. RECOMMENDATIONS I ACTION PLAN
This chapter will provide BWS with implement suggestions for the IMAER model.
Suggestions will also be given concerning improvements of the IMAER model as weIl as
recommendations for continued EAPD research.

9.1 Model Implementation
This section will suggest in which order the main components of the IMAER model should be
implemented, in the Att Utveckla model, in order to obtain fastest possible compliance with
purchaser demands. The changed order of model activities will result in greater environmental
impact hut this is offset by increased efficiencywhen all model components are included. This
section will also describe the type of support functions that need to exist in order to make the
IMAER model function and mention how the model might be improved.
l. The model implementation process starts with the creation of a cross functional group and
implementation of a concept strategy tool. The creation of the cross functional group should
form the base for the EAPD work in BWS and the concept weighting tool should assure
that correct decisions are taken. It is essential to include this step to be able to make logical
decisions. The decisions taken to address FMV demands might otherwise solutions that fail.
2. The second step in model implementationprocess includes the creation of an environmental
handbook and a list including environmental specification.The handbook should support the
environmental impact reducing work and help to address supplier demands. The creation of
the environmental specification will serve as a verification for demands and will also be a
valuable source of information when a product is reused recycled or disposed.
3. The product development weighting tool is the last main component of the model that
should be implemented. It will improve the satisfaction of demands by assuring that the
improvement actions taken really decrease the total environmentalimpact of a product. The
implementation of a product development weighting tool will also assure continuous
environmental improvement of products.
The Att Utveckla model can support the implementation of the IMAER model with Olle
exception, the ability to organise the environmental responsibilities for the product
development process. Without organising environmental responsibilities, it will be almost
impossible to decrease a products environmental impact. A good way to structure the
environmental responsibilities are to implement an environmental management system in the
company.
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9.2 Fields for Improvement
This section is discussing how the IMAER model right be improved and gives suggestions on
how future research can be conducted in order to improve the results of this thesis work.
9.2.1 How to improve the IMAER model
The possibility to develop the IMAER model is good due to its flexible design. This possibility
is crucial since the society is dynamic with constantly changing conditions and demands.
Changes that could be made to improve the model are: upgrading and improvement of the
environmental handbooks and development of the product design weighting tool. Handbook
improvements could include expansion of the coverage and inclusion of new environmental
impact reduction suggestions. The development of the product development weighting tool
could try to increase the tool accuracy. It right also be good to complement the IMAER
model tools with tools for improved disassemblyand maintenance.
9.2.2 Future research
The EAPD field is a young and under development. It needs to be further developed in order
be widely accepted among industries, especiallythe defence industry. Fields that would benefit
ITommore research are:
. The research concerning the implementationEAPD in differenttypes of industries.
. The development of product development weighting tooIs, making these more accurate and
easy to use.
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APPENDIX

1 MAIN PRODUCTS AT BWS

This appendix will displayBWS main and future products61. The products are presented
branch by branch.

Artillery
Product

Product Description

User

State of
Development

FH 77P

Mobile artillery-gun
with 15.5 centimetres
calibre.

Swedish
Defence
Force

Feasibility
study

12/800
(Karelin)

Mobile artillery-gun
with 12.5 centimetres
calibre.

Swedish
Defence
Force

Feasibility
study

APS

An artillery system that
should be able to fire
different types of
garnets e.g. Bonus
and TCM.

Swedish
Defence
Force

Concept study

Bonus

A garnet that shout out
two sub-parts which
rotates an find the
target and than burn a
hole in it.

Swedish
Defence
Force

Qualification
with design
and testing

and
French
Defence
Force

61C1aes Carpenfelt, Chef System analys, 1998-10-01 ( Interview)

IV

Anti-aircraft IMarine
Product

Product
Description

User

State of
Development

FAK 40

Anti- aircraft
canon.

Many different
countries

All

Trika

Mobile antiaircraft gun

Swedish

Feasibility study

Anti-aircraft
ammunition that
explodes close
to the target.

Swedish

Multipurpose
gun for navy
applications

Many different
Countries

Feasibility study

Product

Product
Description

User

State of
Development

Stridsfordon 90

Troop transport
vehicle with
defence
capabilities.

Swedish
Defence Force

All

LVKV 90

Stridsfordon 90
used for an antiaircraft defence.

Swedish

All

Grenade
40mm3P

Mk 3 SAK 50

Defence Force

Defence Force

Qualification with
design and
testing and
Serial
preparation

Combat-vehicle

Defence Force
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